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60th birthday celebrations for Richard! 
Richard celebrated his 60th birthday with a BBQ in 

Briardene’s memory garden. 

Richard’s family came to join the celebrations and it 

was a a great day. We were very lucky and had 

wonderful weather for the occasion.  

Richard enjoyed a personalised birthday cake and said 

he had a lovely day!  

What an excellent summer we have had 

this year!  

We have had some great weather 

meaning we have been able to take 

advantage of the wonderful new outside 

space we have. Everybody is now starting 

to make plans for the rest of this year 

with several autumnal weekend breaks 

booked at Center Parcs, Ribby hall and 

Edinburgh.  

It’s with a heavy heart that we all had to 

say goodbye to Philip Benton. Philip 

moved to Briardene in April 2000. He has 

been a huge part of Briardene life over 

this period building some great 

memories that we will all cherish.  

We look forward to lots of exciting times 

with residents in the lead up to 

Christmas! 

60th birthday celebrations for Pat! 
July was a very special birthday for Pat. Pat enjoyed 

celebrations for her 60th birthday at the HS4LC 

summer BBQ and at home at Briardene. 

Pat had a lovely birthday cake from Sowa (the Polish 

Shop) that was strawberry and cream flavoured and 

the singer from the band “Let Luce” sang Happy 

Birthday! 

Pat said she had a lovely birthday and loved seeing 

her family that came to celebrate with her.  

Goodbye to Philip! 
Philip has moved to Southlands Nursing 

home, an excellent establishment that have 

been extremely welcoming to Philip and his 

friends at Briardene. We have visited 

regularly and Southlands threw a welcome 

party for Philip and some of his friends 

from Briardene. The event was a huge 

success and something we are all looking to 

repeat in the future.  



HIGHLIGHTS OF OUR SUMMER... 

Holiday time for Cecila and Victoria! 

Strictly Come Dancing live! 

A day at The Yorkshire Show! 

Enjoying the sunny weather in the garden! 

In June Cecila and Victoria enjoyed a weekend in 

Scarborough. Victoria enjoyed walking on the 

sand and Cecila liked looking out to sea at all the 

boats.  

They both enjoyed their meals out and the 

weather was very good and sunny.  

Both Cecila and Victoria said they had a great 

time and enjoyed each others company.  

Karen, Emma, Kim and Hannah went to see the 

Strictly Come Dancing professional tour at 

Leeds First Direct Arena.  

 The ladies enjoyed a meal out before the 

show at Sticky Sisters. The show was fantastic 

and everyone thought the dancing and music 

was very good! 

This year, many residents asked to go to  The Yorkshire Show. Karen, 

Victoria and Hannah went to the show on its first day, Richard, 

Emma and Pat visited on the second day and Alison, Cecilia and Alex 

went on the last day.  

Although the weather varied, everyone enjoyed the various 

attractions, seeing the animals, watching the different displays and 

shows and also looking around all the different stalls and doing 

some shopping. 

The new garden space has had it’s first Summer and proved to be 

invaluable, with the Summerhouse cabin offering both shade and 

shelter from our unpredictable British weather. This little extra 

space is becoming an area to escape for some quiet time outdoors 

whilst still keeping warm (demonstrated by Victoria concentrating 

on a jigsaw!) The planting in the beds and borders  is starting to 

mature and spread out and the scents coming from the carefully 

selected plants are delicious when the sunshine hits them.  
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A spot of gardening! 

Baking time! 

Kim’s trip to Scarborough! 

We have enjoyed doing some 

baking on a couple of weekends 

throughout summer. A favourite 

to bake between residents is 

chocolate brownies and cupcakes. 

Lizzie, Kim and Victoria especially 

love making these. Richard 

enjoyed making cheese scones 

from scratch! 

This Summer we introduced accessible planters for our 

edible garden to the back of the house and invited our 

HS4LC “allotment lady” Becky Mears to show us how to 

plant and look after our salad and fruit crops.  

The residents took real pride in caring for these and 

declared they enjoyed the home grown strawberries the 

best! 

In August  Kim and Julie went to Scarborough for 2 

nights and stayed at the Ambassador hotel. Kim said 

she liked the hotel very much and enjoyed the 

swimming pool in the hotel which she used every 

evening  - she even sampled the sauna!   

Kim also enjoyed walking along the front and going 

into the amusement arcades where she won lots of 

prizes and said she was very happy about this.  

Kim  also enjoyed  a sail  on the pirate ship for a boat 

ride round the harbour. Both Kim and Julie agreed 

the weather was perfect ..nice and sunny but not 

too hot! 



THE OPENING OF THE BRIARDENE MEMORY GARDEN 

On Sunday 12th May we finally launched our new memory garden. The space was made possible by the amazing fund raising 

efforts of Paige Ruben, and the family and friends of the Late Dr. Richard King. We know this lasting tribute to Richard will be 

enjoyed and used by all the residents for many years to come. 

We took the chance to try it out as our new party space and to thank the people involved in helping our project come 

together including the family and friends of the late Dr. Richard King who raised the funds, Chris Hoggard the landscaper 

who executed our design perfectly and at cost, and his wife Chloe and her volunteers from Oracle who gave a big chunk of 

time and labour to create this amazing new garden. 

HS4LC’s hard working tutor Ian Hinton baked us his delicious brownies and lemon cake to add to the feast and produce from 

our HS4LC allotment was incorporated by our talented tutor Becky Mears in her white chocolate and Rhubarb cake and 

savoury cheese and herb muffins. A great afternoon was had by all!  



THE HS4LC SUMMER BBQ!  

The HS4LC Summer BBQ took a festival feel this year as the sun shone, the tunes rang out and the garden space was filled 

with an exciting arrange of stalls from crafts to face painting to candy floss, tombola and cupcakes! 

All our clients went over to our HS4LC sister home to meet up with old and new friends, family and staff . This year we 

enjoyed  a large scale  Bingo game – we definitely want this again. The Raffle prizes donated from local businesses, get more 

and more exciting each year. 

We’re all looking forward to what next years event might bring! 



NEW SHOWER ROOMS 

STAFF NEWS 

OUR QUALITY AND COMPLIANCE MANAGER SAYS... 

 

  
Our middle and top floor bathrooms have both had a make 

over , with a complete refurbishment of the middle floor 

including a new accessible shower cubicle.  

We all helped to choose a pretty dragon fly themed paper 

and the colour of the new flooring – the residents on this 

floor all agree it looks lighter and brighter and is much more 

enjoyable to use.  

It feels very unlike “Summer” as I write this in the first week of our new 

September term at The Day Service but I am assured it’s not yet officially 

Autumn!  Our Home Development improvements for Briardene  this year have 

continued to move at a pace and the clients and visitors regularly comment on 

how great things are looking.   

Our next improvements will be the removal of the drafty old windows before 

the Winter cold sets in. It’s vital to us to include our service users in all our 

choices around the home and everyone is getting the hang of voting on 

everything from colour choices to planting choices, everyone knows and chats to 

our resident handyman Martin and feel confident asking him to adjust and 

change things in their rooms.  

We love seeing clients shape our services and welcome requests for how to 

make the home, the activities and the way clients spend their days as perfect as 

possible…don’t wait for the annual family survey to give us your thoughts , we 

are welcome to suggestions any time of the year!   

At the beginning of September we sadly waved our staff member Carl 

Sharp off to exciting pastures new , he is going to take his cooking 

skills to a different level in a catering post. We will all miss him 

immensely but look forward to hearing how he is getting on and 

more importantly congratulate him on his recent engagement! 

Our staff member Robbie Gilson has now been phased into Senior 

Staff duties over several months and is delighted to take up his full 

time Senior position in October. Robbie has embraced the 

responsibilities and professionalism required by the role and the rest 

of the staff team have supported and encouraged him all the way .  

Well done to Robbie! 

Carl 

Robbie 


